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Renewing Our Foundations

James Koester, SSJE

Looking back at our community’s history, we have noticed that every ten years, we
Brothers find ourselves working on our own foundations. In the 1990s, we wrote
a new Rule of Life. In the early 2000s, we underwent a period of organizational
redevelopment. In 2010, we launched the Stone & Light Capital Campaign, in which
we literally rebuilt the foundations of the Monastery. Here, ten years later, we find
ourselves thinking once again about our foundations.
In order for our community to continue to thrive moving forward, we know that we
need good, strong, deep foundations. To that end, we decided last Spring to focus
for a year on “Renewing Our Foundations”: our internal life as a community and our
own formation. We first identified a number of areas that we wished to explore,
both with the help of outside facilitators and among ourselves. We also dedicated
significant blocks of time in our calendar for this work and to engaging in these deep
conversations in a focused and creative way. We are grateful for the support and
curiosity so many of you have showed about and throughout this process.
In this issue of Cowley, we Brothers want to share a few of the realizations – lessons
and challenges – that have come out of this year of reflection together. We hope
that some of what we’ve gleaned from this year will prove helpful to you as you
tackle continuity and change within your own communities, large and small. You’ll
hear a different take-away from this year of discussions from each member of our
community. One common take-away we all share is our gratitude to you, our Friends,
for supporting us in this year. Thank you for being part of our stable foundation.

To update your address with us, remove your name from our physical mailing list,
or sign up to receive our online communications and formation offerings,
please call (617) 876-3037 x55, or email friends@ssje.org.
To follow the latest news from the Brothers, visit www.SSJE.org.
We would welcome hearing what you think of this issue of Cowley magazine.
Visit www.SSJE.org/cowleymagazine to share comments, ask questions,
suggest future article topics, or read past issues!

Cover photo:
Sixteen monastic figures who have shaped SSJE shine
down on the Chapel’s arches from the clerestory
above.
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Dear Members of the Fellowship
of Saint John and other Friends,

A

s I write to you I am conscious that
all of us are still living with the
implications of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Throughout the lockdown we have been
very aware of the gift of your prayer, for
which we are incredibly grateful. Know
too that we have held you in our prayers
during these difficult and anxious days.
When I announced last year that
we would be embarking on a year of
discussions about “Renewing Our
Foundations,” it never occurred to me
that we would be coming to the end
of those discussions in the midst of a
pandemic and global lockdown. Oddly,
these last few weeks have helped us to
focus our vision for the future, and have
prompted us to act more quickly than we
perhaps otherwise might have. You will
see in the months to come our online
presence expanded to include a variety of
new types of offerings, many of which are
emerging in response to our “Renewing
Our Foundations” conversations and
the new reality following the pandemic.
In this issue of Cowley you will find a
number of articles from Brothers about
the impact of our conversations on
them personally. As you will see, these
conversations have been rich, rewarding,
difficult, and challenging.
In December we celebrated two
significant anniversaries in the life of
our Brother David Allen. Just before
Christmas he turned ninety and celebrated the sixty-first anniversary of his
ordination to the priesthood. Shortly
after Christmas it became clear to us
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that we could no longer provide the
degree of care David needed here at
the Monastery in order for him to be
safe. Together he and I made the decision that now was the time for him
to move to a long-term care facility.
Unfortunately, shortly after his move the
facility went into lockdown, and we have
been unable to visit. However David
recently wrote that “my present attitude
is one of joy and peace … accepting my
life as it has become so cut off from what
it had been.” We look forward to the day
when we will be able to resume our visits
to him. In the meantime we phone and
write on a regular basis.
We say in our Rule of Life in the
chapter on “The Gifts and Challenges
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of Old Age,” that “we pray that seeds
planted in many years of faithful life will
bear fruit in old age.” This is abundantly
true for David.
During the lockdown, numerous
articles have appeared in the national
media reflecting on the fact that “we
are all monks now.” People of faith and
no faith, all over the world are discovering for themselves what monastics have
known for centuries: that the kind of life
we Brothers live here at the Monastery
has value. The real value of monastic
life lies not simply in daily patterns of
silence, solitude, and routine, but in the
self-offering of one’s life to God and to
others, which those patterns are meant to
enable.
As monastics, the heart of our life in
community is the example of God the
Holy Trinity. We remind ourselves in our
Rule of Life that “[in] the Godhead there
is no possessiveness, no holding back of
self. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are One
in mutual self-giving and receiving. Faith
sees the cross of suffering and self-giving
love planted in the very being of the God
revealed to us in Jesus. When God made
room for the existence of space and time
and shaped a world filled with glory,
this act of creation was one of pure selfemptying. But God broke all the limits
of generosity in the incarnation of the
Son for our sake, ‘who, though he was in
the form of God, did not regard equality
with God as something to be exploited,
but emptied himself, taking the form of a
slave, being born in human likeness. And
being found in human form, he humbled
himself and became obedient to the
point of death – even death on a cross.’”
Just as marriage, partnership, and
family are places of mutual self-offering
for some, so the monastic life is meant
to be a life of self-offering for us. As
Christians we see this revealed in the life
of God and the example of Jesus. As a
monastic community, it is our joy and
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privilege “to be a sign to the Church
to rise up to its true calling as a communion of the Holy Spirit, the Body
of Christ and the company of Christ’s
friends.”
It is my conviction that the Church
and the world need monastic communities, not because we are a curious relic
of the past (and I hope we are not that);
not because we live lives of rhythm and
routine (although we do); but because
we hold before the Church a mirror of
who she should be: a community of disciples following the example of Jesus in
living lives of self-offering, mission, and
ministry. That, for me, is why monks
matter. I believe that the Church needs
us. I believe the world needs us.
Perhaps more than any other time
in our lives, the Church and the world
now need monastic communities that
are vibrant, centred, focused, prayerful,
healthy, strong, mission-oriented
communities of self-offering. And
that is what I hope we Brothers of the
Society of Saint John the Evangelist are:
a community of disciples following the
example of Jesus in living lives of selfoffering, mission, and ministry.
In closing I would like to express
my gratitude to all of you who have
sustained us by your prayers in these
anxious days. Your constant prayers for
the Brothers, and for me personally, are
an important source of strength and
encouragement. We depend on your
friendship and prayers, which are a sign
of hope for us all. Thank you for the gift
of your friendship.
Faithfully,

James Koester, SSJE
Superior

SSJE

An Interview with Jay W. Vogt
A Letter from the Superior

something I’ve welcomed and it’s been a
wonderful part of our work together.

Cowley: Have

there been any surprises
along the way?

Jay: Well,

Jay Vogt is an organizational development
consultant who facilitates meetings and business
retreats for nonprofit organizations in the Boston
area that deal with healthcare, education, the
arts, and the environment. The Brothers have
hired him to facilitate our conversations during
this year of “Renewing Our Foundations.”
Cowley: Jay,

we’re delighted with the work
you have been doing with us this year as
we reflect together on our vocation, our
common life, and our mission. Have you
worked with other religious institutions?

Jay: I

have, but the intensity of our experience is somewhat unique. I often work
with groups on a single event or engage
in a process with them for a few months.
But your invitation was remarkable to
me and wonderful, which was to go on
a journey for an entire year in which we
knew only some of what we would be
doing and how it would go.

Cowley: So,
Jay: Yes.

it’s evolving as we go along.

Normally when I work with
organizations doing strategic planning,
we have a sort of formula about how we
respond to trends and to the needs of the
organization. With you all, the calling of
the Holy Spirit has been the driving concern. And so it’s asked me to consult in a
different way, not just focused on results,
but helping you agree on what you feel
called to do by the Spirit. Because I
have a spiritual life, an inner life, that’s

it’s interesting. You all present
really well and it’s been an honor to get
to know you better. Yet it’s also true that
the process has uncovered tensions and
difficulties that I didn’t see or sense in
the beginning. So in a sense that was a
surprise. I’ve always been intrigued by
the monastic life, as are many people, so
for me it’s been an honor to pull back
the curtain and see what the monk’s life
is like, in a closer way than many of us
would otherwise get to know. That’s been
a gift to me, and I’ve noticed and admired
the great respect and care that the
Brothers have had with each other, especially as they’ve waded into more difficult
issues. I’ve also admired the thoughtfulness and the intellect with which the
Brothers have thought about the issues.
It’s really been a joy.

Cowley: How

does our community
compare with other groups in terms of
processing, talking through issues, and
making decisions?

Jay: The

pace of life in a monastic community is, on the one hand, relentless
because you worship several times every
day and that never ends. So, in that way,
the pace you’re going at is stronger and
harder than people out doing their jobs.
But on another level the pace is slower.
The amount of time we take to work
together is modest compared to most of
my clients; you’ve chosen a deliberative
process. You are willing to take the time to
discuss issues while the rest of the world
is much more rushed. I really appreciate
the deep listening that the Brothers have
taken the time to do, particularly around
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the difficult topics – which has allowed
for some breakthroughs to happen, I
think. I have often had a motto in my
consulting, which is “go slow to go fast.”
For most groups that means to engage
people in the process in order to generate
“buy in.” But with you all, to “go slow
to go fast” is a little different: it’s like
we’re slowing down the pace of decisionmaking. It plays out a little differently
with you all.
Cowley: Our

Rule states that “our
diversity and our brokenness mean that
tensions and friction are inevitably woven
into the fabric of everyday life,” as they
are in any human community. Can you
say something about how our experience
of “tensions and frictions … in everyday
life” is unique?

Jay: I’m

thinking of one particular conversation which was about worship. One
of the things that struck me was that we
were talking about the core of your lives.
And we were talking about a conflict
that had been enduring not just for
months but quite literally for years. I was
a bit taken aback by the duration of the
conflict and the proximity of conflict to
something so core. But having said that,
there was also evidence of the healing
power of conversation and collaboration.
It was my sense that once the Brothers
had a healing container in which to have
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that deep conversation, it looked to me
like they then moved rather quickly to
next steps.
Cowley: Liturgy

is often a source of
contention in religious communities
because we like to pray or express our
devotion in different ways. It’s a topic
for ongoing discussion.

Jay: Yes.

I guess there have been many
times in this process where I’ve felt that
I’ve provided a useful sort of container.
That was one of those times, when
you all did the work but I provided the
container for that work to happen as
you rose to the occasion. So it was truly
a collaboration between you and me.
That’s happened numerous times in
this period. I’m reminded of a practice
in Quaker communities where they
have identified certain questions that
they call “queries” that communities
never ultimately answer. The questions
never go away. Maybe that’s a helpful
perspective: that the questions we are
asking during this process have been
asked before and they’ll be asked again.
But now is this group’s time to ask them
together. It’s our job to do our very best,
to listen to each other so that we can
forge a group consensus as to what the
answers are today, for now.

SSJE

Lifelong Formation
Jonathan Maury, SSJE

T

wo interrelated organic concepts
emerged from the community’s
year of “Renewing Our Foundations”:
generational shift and lifelong formation.
These topics attracted my interest early
on in our discussions as it dawned on
me that I am now, after 36 years in the
SSJE, both part of the longtime and older
generations of the Society! Now in the
midst of the disease, death, loss, grief,
economic uncertainty, and vulnerability
of so many brought on by the Covid19 pandemic, I find that the future
orientation of these concepts sets in relief
hope for what is to follow the present crisis
and for the building of a new world for all
generations – both present and yet to be.
When I arrived at 980 Memorial Drive
in January of 1984, the community had
only just adopted a form of term limit
for its elected Superior: three consecutive
terms of three years each. This was
an important first step in a conscious
process of raising up new leaders for
the community’s future. Years later, the
newly written Rule of Life of the Society
reaffirmed the Superior’s role of strong
pastoral oversight and included a directive
for the Superior to delegate authority as
appropriate for various roles in our life
and ministry. Subsequently, new structures
The Society of Saint John the Evangelist

were put in place for the implementation
of shared community decisions by brethren
with experience and/or expertise in given
delegated areas of our mission. No longer
would a Superior be forced to continue
in office beyond his years of vigor or to
the detriment of his ongoing vocational
formation in Christ, while newer members
would have opportunity to develop skills
and energies for the community’s future
direction and growth.
With the relaxing of frozen roles in our
brotherhood, possibilities for lifelong formation in his religious vocation opened up
for every Brother. Ongoing study, sabbatical time, the deepening of one’s individual
life of prayer and pastoral acumen became
not only possible but were to be desired
and encouraged regardless of a Brother’s
age or length of time as a member. The
relinquishing of former duties or responsibilities, as well, could become occasions for
the difficult, yet necessary and ultimately
fruitful re-birth of vocational commitment.
Such actions intended for the developmental integrity of community life cannot,
however, be a one-time thing. Our brotherhood – as a particular manifestation of the
body of Christ – is not static but continuously adapting, renewing, and affirming
the charism given our predecessors. The
incorporation of new men testing vocation
to community life; the physical, psychological, and spiritual changes accompanying
aging and maturation; and the unpredictability of life expectancy or vocational
perseverance combine to create a rich, complex, and dynamic matrix with potential for
meeting the needs of and participating in a
new Church, emerging in a new world.
That we at this time have the opportunity
– and responsibility – to revisit and refresh
our attentiveness to generational shift and
lifelong formation is a tremendous gift for
our community’s unfolding mission in the
Church and the world. We Brothers are
thankful to God for this grace made possible by our friends and supporters.
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Looking Back to
Look Forward
James Koester, SSJE

F

ather Benson is reputed to have
said that no religious community
should survive past the first generation. I think that what he meant by
that is that no religious community
will survive if it simply addresses the
needs of a bygone era. We aren’t in
the business of addressing the needs
of the Church from a century ago,
or a decade ago, or even a year or a
week ago. Each community needs to
found itself anew for the present age.
In many ways we have done that in
this community. In each generation
our community has re-formed, if not
re-founded itself, to meet the needs of
the contemporary Church. When the
Church needed solid catholic priests for
parishes, SSJE provided that. When the
Church needed missionaries in underserved areas, and places far removed
from the center of things, we provided
that. When people needed food, or
clothing, or education, or medical care,
we provided that. When the Church
needed people to help form those in
leadership, whether lay or ordained, we
provided that. When the Church needed
competent spiritual directors and retreat
leaders, we provided that.
8

Like our predecessors in the Society
our call today is to drink deeply from
our own history and tradition, but not
to be antiquarians. We are called today
to look at ourselves through the lens of
our histories, and to discover what it is
from the past that may be of service in
the present. To recover, or uncover, or
discover those elements of our histories
– Benedictine, Dominican, Ignatian,
Vincentian – that speak to the needs
of the contemporary Church. We are
called to found a new Society of Saint
John the Evangelist for this age.
To do so, we need to know our
histories; to drink deeply enough that
we are refreshed, but not so deeply as
to become bloated and unable to move.
We need to be prepared to look critically at our histories and see what can
be carried into the future, and what also
needs to be respectfully laid aside.
The work of the historian is to study
the past from a variety of angles and to
discover the various histories in their
fullness and complexity. Unlike the
antiquarian, the work of the historian
does not end there. The historian needs
to interpret those histories in light of
the present moment so that the lessons
of the past are relevant to the present
and the future.
That, I believe, is what Father
Benson did in the early days when our
community was founded. He looked to
the past to see what it might hold for
the present and the future. This remains
our task today: to look at our past and
to discover what it might say to the
present and the future. In that way, a
new Society of Saint John the Evangelist
will be founded, one that will address,
not the needs of the Victorian Church,
but the needs of the church as it exists
today, and perhaps tomorrow.

SSJE

Taking Risks
David Vryhof, SSJE

W

eighty choices in life require us
to consider the risk involved in
taking one path over against another.
This is a skill we’re having to employ
almost daily now as a result of the danger
posed by the coronavirus. Will we risk
taking public transportation, or going to
the grocery store, or running an errand,
when we know a deadly virus is on the
loose? When will the risk be low enough
that we can begin to gather again with
others and return to our work or to
places of worship? Knowing that the
stakes are high makes this risky business.
Ministry often requires taking risks.
Do we have what it takes, for example, to
engage a new population, such as people
who are in prison or living on the streets?
Can we stretch ourselves to try something
new? To what are we willing to commit
our time, energy, and resources? Every
choice has its risks.
God often invites men and women
into risky situations. Recall the heroes in
the biblical record and throughout the
Church’s history who responded with
courage to God’s call: men and women
who risked everything – security, success,
reputation, even their lives – to fulfill
God’s purposes.
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We recognize in our own community’s history the risks SSJE Brothers
took to respond to God’s call. Just four
years after our founding in Oxford,
England, we opened a branch house
in the United States. Very early on in
our history we sent Brothers to India
and South Africa. Drawing people to
God was our mission, and it took us to
risky places where there were significant
obstacles to be overcome.
There is always a danger in taking
risks. We recognize that we have sometimes overextended ourselves, tried to
do too much, or made unwise choices.
At other times, we have been too cautious, too afraid to take a risk. Prayerful
discernment is needed at every step of
the way.
Today, as a community, we’re asking:
What risks do we need to take to be
faithful to God’s call in our own time?
Is there a purpose or cause for which
we would be willing to take risks? What
calling might embolden us, like Peter,
to step out of the safety of the boat onto
the storm-tossed sea? We ask ourselves:
What is our India? What is our South
Africa? What is the mission that God
is calling forth in us at this time, in this
season?
There are ways to extend ourselves
without being reckless. One is to try
new forms of ministry with familiar
populations. For example, we are experimenting with podcasts, online retreats
and workshops, and live-streaming
worship services to reach those who,
for now, cannot visit us or gather with
others. Another way is to try familiar
forms of ministry with new populations.
One example: Br. Nicholas has led a
weekly meditation group for people
living on the streets in Cambridge.
Ministry always involves risks. What
are the risks we are being asked to take
now?
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Our Being ‘Men of
the Moment’
Curtis Almquist, SSJE

O

ur founder, Richard Meux Benson,
coined the turn of phrase “men of
the moment” to envision the timeliness
of SSJE’s life and witness. Far from
being the traditional imitators of bygone
days, we are to be “men of the present
moment and its life.” What does the
present moment invite? This question
has informed our year of praying, talking,
and listening with one another. We
have also been in communication with
friends and advisors who companion us.
SSJE has always lived in tension, a
good thing. It’s not unlike muscular
tension, which is complementary –
allowing, for example, an arm to reach
out and then to contract. So we have
lived since our founding in 1866. To use
St. Paul’s phrase, we are “working out
our salvation,” our life-long conversion
to Christ, in a creative tension. On
the one hand, there is an element of
“the hidden life” that has informed
the religious life since early centuries
in the Egyptian desert. Words such as
“enclosure,” “cloister,” “the Greater
Silence,” “the cell,” inform our daily
practice. We gather throughout the day
for our round of prayer and worship,
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whether guests join us or not. We are
monks. However we are also missioners,
and herein lies our tension. Since our
earliest days, SSJE Brothers have been
sent out on mission. Typically at the
time of one’s profession, a Brother
became much more active in ministry
to others – whether this be to nearby
university students or parishioners; or
to Iona, Scotland; Bombay, India; Cape
Town, South Africa; Oyama, Japan;
Bracebridge, Ontario; or to one of many
other destinations. We have lived a kind
of radical availability.
We SSJE Brothers are not clones.
Though we share in a common and
rigorous formation upon entering SSJE,
we bring to this life a prior formation.
The influence of our family of origin,
our natural abilities and creative
interests, and our educational and work
backgrounds are extremely varied. This
makes for a graceful synergy in our
life together; however it also requires
a constant attentiveness as we claim
both our common charism, ministries,
and practices, and as we make space for
individual Brothers to discuss and put
into practice particular interests and gifts
for which we are passionate. “We” is the
most important pronoun in our shared
vocabulary. “We” is what we hold in
common; “we” is also what we invite and
enable individually. All of this requires a
continual and respectful attentiveness to
one another: open ears and open hearts
and the freedom to speak.
Our only “conclusion” thus far in this
year of listening is that it is a good and
necessary thing for us to be doing. We
knew this from the outset. What we did
not fully know at the outset was about
the changing vitality of the Church,
the growing complexities of world
politics, the hastening environmental
degradation, and the ripple effects of
the coronavirus. We continue to watch,
listen, and pray for God’s invitation.
SSJE

Monastic Renewal
Geoffrey Tristram, SSJE

I

t is very hard to reflect on our monastic
year of renewal without seeing it in
the context of how our whole world will
be changed and renewed by this time of
pandemic. Renewal has everything to do
with hope and confidence, and grasping a vision for the future. But how can
we feel any of these things when week
after week we are in lockdown, cut off
perhaps from family and friends, fearful for our jobs and for the economy,
and discouraged by gloomy stories in
the newspapers? Rather than exuding
hope and confidence, we are perhaps
more likely to feel sad and listless.
For us now in Massachusetts, the
winter is finally over, and these last few
days have seen the glorious coming of
spring, with trees bursting into leaf and
blossom. The winter has been destroyed.
Death has been conquered. As the
leaves and flowers burst forth, so Jesus
burst forth from the tomb. “Behold I
make all things new!” There are so many
reasons right now in our world why our
own hearts might feel frozen or wintry:
anxiety, restlessness, uncertainty, loneliness, grief. Yet the Risen Lord is longing
to draw near to us, and to draw us ever
closer to the fire of his love. He longs
to warm our hearts with hope and joy.

In the words of the hymn, “When our
hearts are wintry, grieving or in pain, thy
touch can call us back to life again.”
In this Easter season, the Risen Lord is
surely urging us to lift up our eyes to see
beyond the considerable challenges which
face us; to lift up our eyes of faith and,
in our founder Father Benson’s words,
to “look to the Glory.” Some years ago,
the famous art historian Kenneth Clark
produced a very popular BBC series and
book entitled Civilization. It was his belief
that all the great civilizations of the world
came to an end, not because of wars or
hostilities, but because they simply ran
out of energy, and they then lost their
confidence. I think we may be facing
such a challenge today. Will our world,
our civilization, recover its confidence
and creative energy? Will we as a society
discover a new strength and collective
vision for the future? More personally,
how might each one of us, as followers of
Jesus, play our part in ensuring that this
new vision for humanity embodies the
Biblical vision, God’s vision, of peace and
justice for all?
Some days we may just feel sad and
listless, rather like those first disciples
gathered together after the crucifixion,
behind locked doors, full of fear. But
God has planted in our hearts the precious gift of hope. If, as some have said,
this year presents the greatest challenge to
our world since the Second World War, I
feel intrigued and personally challenged
to ask how this may also be a year of great
renewal, and how I may play my part. The
gift of hope can renew our vision, recover
our confidence, and restore our strength.
The gift of hope, most fundamentally,
assures us that we are not alone, but that
the “Holy Ghost over the bent world
broods with warm breast and ah! bright
wings.”
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Using a Facilitator
Luke Ditewig, SSJE

W

hen you ask a monk a question,
ask another and you may get a very
different answer. It’s clear the fourteen of
us – or even just a few – have a whole lot
to say and many perspectives. We began
with a long list of topics to discuss and
from the start we had much to share.
We are so grateful to work with Jay
Vogt, our organizational consultant and
facilitator, this year. From our varied
topics and desires, Jay created an overall
scheme for the year and worked with a
team of Brothers to plan the sessions.
As more thoughts and desires emerged
through the year, Jay kept adapting.
Referring to our past intentions, the
planned scheme for the year, and
discoveries from recent discussions, he
gave options for where we could go next.
Jay prompted next steps and helped us
proceed. He organized and facilitated
sessions, keeping us all involved.
Jay attentively listens to us, individually
and as a group. He synthesizes what he
hears. He notes patterns and themes. He
makes connections. He visually shows
our comments and their connections on
a board as we converse. He helps show
how our disparate comments fit together,
identifying themes as we work and
12

summarizing the most significant insights
in his post-meeting notes.
In our ministries, we Brothers often
listen to others, but we are also helped
by others listening to us. We each receive
spiritual direction and make our confessions quarterly. Many of us also rely on
therapy or coaching. We invite others to
come in to teach us on a topic or guide
our annual retreat. We invite advisory
groups to help us with financial and
other management. While we worked
with an organizational consultant twenty
years ago, it is a new thing to be listened
to as a community by Jay this year.
Listening is one of the most important
gifts we can give to ourselves and to
others. Those of us who are primary
caregivers to others especially need a
loving, listening presence in our lives.
Good listeners help me by attentively
listening to my story with its emotional
surprises and seeming contradictions.
They can suggest connections between
pieces and help synthesize what to me are
only scattered thoughts and feelings.
Have you ever asked someone else to
listen to your story, or the stories of a
group to which you belong? It doesn’t
necessarily need to be a professional.
How has an outside person listening
in been helpful? Perhaps they asked
questions that prompted new discoveries.
Perhaps they reflected back themes or
patterns in what they heard or observed.
What has been most meaningful?
What would be a new realm for you?
For us, it was inviting Jay to listen to us
as a group. He wasn’t coming to teach or
advise us on a particular topic, but rather
to listen and help us engage what we
chose. What would be helpful for you in
this season? How might another’s listening presence and perspective assist you or
a group of which you are a part?

SSJE

The Quest for
Intimacy
Jim Woodrum, SSJE

O

ne of the most prevalent needs in
the human condition is that of
intimacy. Intimate relationships allow
us to be vulnerable and share things
that are deeply personal and guarded.
If these are not handled with great
care and compassion, we can experience deep shame and humiliation.
In our national civic discourse, we see
devastating examples of a lack of empathy and compassion for each other. Our
government leaders use bully tactics to
berate, infantilize, and minimize those
with whom they disagree. The cultural
equating of intimacy with sex has resulted
in people allowing themselves to be
vulnerable without the requisite building of trust and emotional connection.
Our inherent yearning for true intimacy,
coupled with our experience of shame
at the hands of those who have betrayed
our own sense of what is good and true,
can leave us mired in fear. As a result, we
engage others with unrealistic expectations and misunderstandings that lead to
disillusionment and the eventual disintegration of relationship. Lack of intimacy
is often a contributing factor in addiction, depression, and bodily illness.
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We Brothers understand that the
need for intimacy is incarnational. Even
though we have taken a vow of celibacy,
we recognize our own need for intimacy.
Our Rule of Life says, “Our human
vocation to live in communion and
mutuality is rooted in our creation in
God’s image and likeness. The very being
of God is community; the Father, Son,
and Spirit are One in reciprocal selfgiving and love.” We seek intimacy with
God in prayer with the sober recognition
that Jesus often engages us in the faces
of those around us. “We are given to
one another by Christ.” Monks are not
immune to the complexities of human
relationships. As we are each a wonderful mystery, diverse in body, mind, and
spirit, we too can fall prey to isolating
loneliness if we are not honest with each
other about our physical, emotional, and
spiritual needs.
In “Renewing Our Foundations,” we
have been exploring our willingness to be
vulnerable with each other as a means of
deepening our intimacy with God who
yearns for union with his creation. Both
the older and younger generations are
opening their hands in order to give and
receive the gifts of experience, vision,
courage, and hope as we live into our
vocational call to share the Gospel. Along
with laughter, we have shed some tears as
some of our conversations have highlighted areas in our life in deep need of
healing. While some of our conversations
have been difficult, they have deepened
our love for one another. As our Rule of
Life says: “In an alienating world, where
so many are frustrated and wounded
in their quest for intimacy, we can bear
a life-giving testimony to the graces of
friendship as men who know by experience its demands, its limitations, and its
rewards.”
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A Prophetic Voice
from the Margins

Nicholas Bartoli, SSJE

D

uring our community’s discussions,
the aspect of mission that has most
caught my attention is that of being a
prophetic voice in the Church and the
world. A prophetic voice can be seen as
both calling from the wilderness or the
margins, and calling us to the margins.
The margins may refer to either the
contemplative aspect of our faith, one
often neglected in our busy world, or
it may refer to being of direct service to
those who are marginalized by society:
the poor, outcast, and neglected. These
two aspects of prophetic voice are
related in the sense that embarking on
a contemplative journey, surrendering
oneself to God, will naturally lead to a
feeling of unity and compassion with all
beings, especially those suffering most.
Thomas Merton often wrote of this
connection between living and praying
as a contemplative on the margins of
the world and fostering a feeling of
compassion with those who suffer greatly.
In truth, this is also a good test for those
following the contemplative path of
self-surrender. If our path is genuine,
not subverted by the needs of our ego, it
will become clear that the Peace and Joy
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of Christ are not meant to be treated
as objects of our desire. Instead, this
Peace and Joy beyond understanding is
simply who we are in Christ, something
we realize as we come to rest in God’s
presence, a place from which we
become the hands and feet of Jesus in
the world.
To put it another way, we embark
on a journey to the wilderness within
ourselves, cultivating an inner stillness,
and so are receptive to God’s generous
grace. Ultimately, this isn’t for our own
sake, but for the sake of all beings with
whom we live in union with our creator.
I’m reminded of the Bodhisattva story
in Buddhism, where the enlightened
one returns to the world of suffering to
help alleviate the suffering of others,
or of the story of Jesus and the apostles
on Mount Tabor, where Peter wants to
remain in the Peace and Joy of Christ’s
Light, but Jesus knows they need to go
back down the mountain and spread
the good news.
In some ways, the contemplative path
of self-emptying, a path on the margins,
is a resource for those seeking to be
of service in the world to those living
on the margins of society. When we
embark on a mission of service motivated by ego – “I want to change the
world,” “I need to help others” – we
can lose sight of who is really doing all
the work, namely the Holy One. As
a result, we can easily suffer burnout
or come to believe that our worth is
determined by the “success” we achieve
in ministry. Serving in the world from a
place of selflessness – not from our will,
but from our willingness to submit to
God – ensures that our egos take a back
seat. When we let God serve the world
through us, we abide in our true selves
in Christ, nourished by God’s eternal
springs of Peace and Joy that, unlike
our own personal resources, never run
dry.
SSJE

Histories of
Transmission

Keith Nelson, SSJE

B

efore I entered the Society, my daily
life often felt history starved. I have
always taken an active interest in Church
history and the history of art and ideas,
and I am on meaningful terms with my
personal history, but there was some
integral potential in my relationship with
history that eluded me. Looking back, I
can now say that I longed for direct participation in a way of life infused by the
presence of the past – a living presence
in dynamic relationship with the present and the future. This living presence
is a foundational element of monastic
life. It roots, stabilizes, and nourishes the
life in the midst of much contemporary
change and discontinuity. It orients our
movements like a transpersonal lodestar.
That is the authentic power of tradition.
“Renewing Our Foundations” has
awakened or refreshed our sense of
how valuable it is to know our Society’s
history, as we live a history-saturated way
of life. I want to share a few thoughts
about what I’ve come to call “histories of
transmission.”
Our calling to steward and safeguard
a tradition requires that each generation
of Brothers receive the inheritance of our
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tradition, which includes guidance in
making meaning of it. Each generation
must interpret that tradition so that it
speaks a living Word. Finally, each generation must arrive at a sense of agency in
relation to that tradition, acknowledging
that sometimes interpretation entails
modifying or even abandoning some
elements of what we received. And then
the cycle repeats itself as a generation
takes up its responsibility to impart the
tradition – with its own fingerprints all
over it – to the next generation.
As new members enter and are
initiated, as established members grow
stable in the life, and as elder members
impart their knowledge and wisdom but
also age, all of us have differing degrees
of access to the collective memory at the
core of SSJE. Acknowledging this, we’ve
been reminded in these conversations of
how valuable it can be – and in the long
term, how necessary it is – to make time
to impart our histories of transmission.
Knowing the history of a practice, a
custom, a perspective, or a regulation
inspires a sense of confidence: good
tradition is not fragile or monolithic,
but malleable and supple. It is meant
for our thumbprints as much as for
the thumbprints of our elders and our
successors. Some loving interrogation
brings oral histories of transmission to
light. Updated records can augment the
abundance of non-verbal, kinesthetic
teaching by which monks have learned
how to “monk it” for centuries.
Our consultant Jay has also used
the phrase “the wisdom of ‘why.’”
Reconnecting with exactly why we engage
with some traditions will be a vital part
of how we explain their significance to
newer members, perhaps especially those
with less formal churching. It will also
help our own engagement remain fresh
over the long haul.
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Community and
Chaos
Lucas Hall, SSJE

T

his is my first Presidential Election since
coming to the Monastery. I follow politics pretty closely; it’s what I originally went
to school to study, and I ran for local office
when I was nineteen. It’s an intense interest,
and I cannot help but look on the political
state of this country right now and feel a
great deal of sadness, anger, and confusion.
Things seem utterly broken and chaotic, and
it seems foolish to think that there’s some
quick fix, some reset button we can press to
go back to when things were “normal.” Too
much rot, too much that was and is wrong
about the way we’ve been running our
country and our world, has been laid bare.
Our process of discussion this year among
the Brothers has provided me both challenge
and comfort in this regard. Challenge,
because it is often hard and stressful work,
and comfort, because the work is doable.
One of the phrases that has come out of
our discussions has been, “Living with the
displeasure of others.” That is, we have given
ourselves a platform to speak genuinely
about our experiences, desires, and needs,
and we have acknowledged that these might
not line up with each other, that we will
sometimes disagree very strongly with each
other, and that it’s acceptable for those
things to happen, even if it’s unpleasant.
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This is not license to say whatever we
want without consequences. We are not
speaking harshly, then hiding behind
a justification of “brutal honesty,” as if
brutality might ever be a virtue. We are
coming together and acknowledging
our differences, and figuring out how to
continue to be a community together.
Nor is this an exercise in mushy or
lukewarm compromise. Compromise is
sometimes an option, but at other times,
one viewpoint will win out over others, or
no viewpoints will win out, and we will
experience the tension that comes from
recognizing that we are not all on the
same page. And yet, we continue to be a
community.
So much about our political, economic,
and social systems has come together,
deliberately or not, to erode the common
experience of belonging to a community.
This leads to a deep longing, an unmet
need that is readily filled by all manner of
pseudo-community, to the deep detriment
of our common life. The experience of
life together in the Monastery, heightened
by the newfound isolation of our world’s
present sickness, has highlighted for me
what constitutes real community. It’s not
agreement. It’s not similarity of personality, mutual interests and hobbies. Those
can be wonderful, but in the words of
Christ, in whom we find our eternal communion, “…if you love those who love you,
what reward do you have? Do not even
the tax collectors do the same? And if you
greet only your brothers and sisters, what
more are you doing than others? Do not
even the Gentiles do the same?”
In this process of discussion, I am learning how to love without agreement. I am
learning to trust in the reality of commitment. Trees plant roots deep in the soil
and stay alive even in the dry seasons.
Houses are built on strong foundations
and weather the storm. The cross stands,
and the world turns. So too do we, I’m
learning, abide in the One who will not
perish, and even in the midst of chaos,
continue to abide.
SSJE

Communities as
Storied Places
Sean Glenn, n/SSJE

O

ne of the things that has struck me
continually since coming to the
Monastery is the way in which narrative
is so essential to our lives together. We
all tell stories about ourselves to help
us find meaning and significance, to
find out who we are. The rich matrix of
narrative allows us to find the multidimensional tapestry that unfolds
within the confines of time and place,
of necessity and contingency. Although
our poverty means we are always limited
in our knowledge and understanding,
stories (if we let them do their work
and tell them honestly) have a way of
lifting our gaze out of and above the
daily ooze of chronological time. In
a sense, stories give us brief tastes of
God’s time, Kairos time. This is especially true when we begin to allow the
threads of a story larger than our own
to weave their way into a tapestry we
thought we had begun on our own.
We have spent a year together as a
community dialoguing about how we
engage and understand our foundational vision, and how we might bring
it forward into God’s future. As we
have done so, the reality of human

beings and their communities as “storied
creatures” became “enfleshed” for me.
As we conversed with one another, our
“storied” nature moved from a purely
abstract thesis into a more tangible and
embodied synthesis. This has opened
up new windows into my often impoverished praying imagination, where I begin
(if only in small glimpses) to realize the
importance of the stories we tell about
God, our communities, and ourselves.
Hearing the stories of my older
Brothers has helped me better understand the distinctive charism of SSJE – a
charism constantly molded and shaped
by the workings of the Holy Spirit as we
attempt to respond to the needs of the
world around us. Despite many changes
in the community’s life (some quite
dramatic), the spirit of our call together
emerges with a greater clarity when we
share the stories of our collective and
individual histories. In so doing, the
unique threads of our individual lives
begin to weave a compelling tapestry as
we find our varied strands used by God
to fashion a work of art and life larger
than our individual lives could show
forth.
Yet this should not surprise us.
Individuals and groups fed by scripture
cannot help but notice the great spiritual
significance of story. People of faith
explain who they are and how God
has acted in their lives through the
multi-dimensional medium of story –
and in so doing give a glimpse of the
character of God to us as individuals
and communities who learn and grow
in God’s infinite love, seeing God anew,
generation to generation.
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Learning to Live in
Community
Jack Crowley, n/SSJE

E

veryone knows what it is like
being the new guy. Few people
know what it is like being the new
guy in a Monastery. Even fewer
people know what it is like being
the new guy in a Monastery that
is “Renewing Our Foundations.”
Let me tell you what it is like.
If you have ever dined with us
Brothers in our refectory, you will have
seen our water pitchers. We place two
full water pitchers on each table at every
meal. Obviously these water pitchers do
not just fill themselves up. A Brother
has do that, and one of my first days
as a Postulant here at SSJE, I was that
Brother.
I was nervous. How much water do I
put in? How much ice? Which faucet do
I use? Do I turn the faucet on full blast
or would that be too loud? The questions swirled through my head as the
water filled up the pitcher in my hand.
I thought I had nailed it. The water
looked good in that pitcher, and I was
proud of myself.
“Try to fill it a little higher, that way
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we don’t run out of water during the
meal.” I did not even hear the Brother
come up behind me. He took the water
pitcher from me and showed me with
his finger where a good spot to fill it to
was. He then turned the faucet back on
and filled up the pitcher a little more,
smiled and walked away.
I grabbed another empty pitcher.
Round two. Time for redemption. I eyeballed the spot where my Brother had
pointed. I carefully watched the water
fill up and gently turned off the faucet. I
smiled. I got it right. I was sure.
“Try not to fill it so high, it might
spill when a guest is pouring it.” A different Brother was over my shoulder this
time. He poured out a little water from
the pitcher and walked away. Welcome
to community living.
A few weeks later I was told we would
be pausing our guest ministry at Emery
House and all the Brothers would be
living in Cambridge. My first thought
was. “Oh good, more Brothers here,
less work for me.” My next thought
was “how on earth do you renew
foundations?”
Renewing foundations, for me, ended
up being a lot like filling those water
pitchers. I listened, I watched, I tried
to help out when I could, but above
all else I learned. Most importantly, I
learned the value of endurance. The via
media of our way of life is both fruitful
and agonizing; it requires endurance to
abide in Christ in community. Mistakes
are going to be made, miscommunication is going to happen, and opinions
will always differ, but we always manage
to get the water to the table and share a
nice meal.

SSJE

Meeting the “InLaws”
Todd Blackham, n/SSJE

“I

t’s a long courtship.” As I was preparing to come to the Monastery, that’s
how I would usually describe the long
path that leads a man to making life vows
in SSJE. It often got a laugh but it also
seemed to resonate a lot with folks who
could make connections to their own
lives of relationship and discernment. It
continues to be a useful metaphor for me
as I’ve continued to test this vocation.
When I learned that the community was
going to be involved in the “Renewing
Our Foundations” discussions, I was
excited that I would have a chance to take
part in the concentrated work of looking
back, and looking forward to set off confidently aware of priorities and passions.
In a lot of ways, it seems like the point
that often comes in a romantic relationship when you begin to introduce your
beloved to the family. Maybe you take
them to your childhood home, where
they can see the family photos in the
hallway, get a peek at your old bedroom.
Of course, it can be a bit embarrassing to
bring that person home and show them
all the little things that have molded you.
“Oh, no! What if my parents bring out
that photo album. I hope they don’t tell

that story!” It’s a deeply vulnerable step
to take with someone you care about
and it has the power to deepen relationship in profound ways. When you begin
to see the many textures of a person’s
life, a fuller, more robust bond may
occur.
Over the course of these conversations, there have been all sorts of stories
passed around, as Brothers have been
reminded of particular characters and
events that had perhaps drifted into
the woodwork over time. During one
presentation, Br. James brought out
some old portraits and chasubles, as
he described not only the moments of
growth in liturgical custom, but also
the experiences of the men that gave
life to our practice. Like watching home
movies of a favorite childhood vacation,
I got a glimpse into some deeply moving
decisions that have shaped the tapestry
of life here in the Monastery. I got to
meet some of the extended family, the
potential “in-laws.” And as I have heard
these stories and watched the men who
have been shaped by them, I come to
better understand the things they value,
the things they are wary of, and the care
with which they hold this community.
As we share our spiritual lives with
one another, it’s worthwhile to step
back from time to time and revisit those
things that have shaped our lives in
Christ; whether those are communities
we’ve been a part of, sermons that were
particularly formative, Scripture studies
that opened God’s word in deep ways,
music that communicated the life of the
Spirit, or those moments of transition
or crisis in the way Christ became present to us. These are the touchstones that
we can return to, like pages of the family
album reminding us where we came
from; they are gifts to one another as we
are drawn together in love in the Body
of Christ.
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Legacy Society

SSJE Annual Fund

In a world where so much is in constant ﬂux, stability is a rare feature
of life. This is perhaps more true in these days of pandemic than it has
been in the recent past. Because we don’t know when this will end, or
what the world will look like when it does, it is almost impossible to
feel that there is ﬁrm ground under our feet.

During this season of our life as a community, as we focus on “Renewing Our Foundations,”
we are especially aware of the work of formation and transformation not only in our
community’s past, but also our present and future. Community life is not stagnant. We
change as individuals and as a community, as the world and society in which we live
changes.

As monastics, stability is a core precept in our life, because in it we
ﬁnd the invitation to look for God in the present moment, no matter
how difﬁcult that moment is, rather than in some imagined, or hoped-for future.
Stability is why SSJE’s Legacy Society was established. Gifts to the Legacy Society allow the
focus of the Brothers’ life to be the work God has called them to do in the present moment,
no matter what that moment might bring. When a major crisis occurs, these gifts supplement
their budget, allowing their ministry to continue.

What we never expected was just how much the world would change during this season.
Our Chapel, which is so often ﬁlled with people, is now empty, except for Brothers. Yet
in many ways, the Chapel is not empty. Countless people have poured out their hearts in
prayer, which has soaked into the Chapel walls over the years. As my Brothers and I worship
each day, we are keenly aware that the echo of those prayers continue to this day, and they
have comforted and encouraged us in this time of upheaval. They are a constant reminder
we are not isolated, but held in prayer and love by so many.

To date over 100 people have left a mark of love on their life by including SSJE in their
estate plans. Please consider including the Society in your estate planning as a way to ensure
ﬁnancial stability for the Brothers. In this way you will help them to continue their life of selfoffering for years to come, especially in those times when so much is in ﬂux.

We are thankful for this life to which we have been called by God, and for you, our Friends.
Your prayers and generosity sustain us in the present and encourage us as we move into a
future to which God is calling us. Though it is an uncertain future, it is a future to which we
move with conﬁdence, knowing that the Risen Lord will greet us with the Easter Greeting of
Peace!

Thank you for your care and companionship of the Brothers, and through them, so many
more who ﬁnd in their work a deeper meaning to life.

As we Brothers look to the future with hope and conﬁdence, I ask
you to please consider a gift.

A message from the Friends of SSJE
friends@ssje.org

Alleluia!

We Brothers pray in gratitude for you
and for your gifts, which sustain our life.

James Koester, SSJE
Superior

ALMiGhtY AnD eVeRLAstinG GoD, we were created for relationship
with You, and with one another. As a sign of those
relationships, our friends have entrusted us with the fruits
of their earthly life. Grant us the wisdom to steward these
gifts according to Your will. We ask these things in the name
of Christ Jesus, who with the Holy Spirit, is alive and reigns
with You, one God, in glory everlasting. AMen.

The ancient tradition of the Church reminds us that when it is
impossible to be present at a celebration of the Eucharist, and to
receive Holy Communion, the desire to be united to Christ in the
Sacrament is enough for God to grant all the spiritual benefits of
Communion. What follows is a way for individuals, or small groups
to open themselves up to the graces of Holy Communion and the
blessing of God.

A Spiritual Communion
Blessed be the God of our salvation
Who bears our burdens and forgives our sins.
Most merciful God, I confess that I have sinned against you in thought, word, and
deed, by what I have done, and by what I have left undone. I have not loved you
with my whole heart; I have not loved my neighbors as myself. I am truly sorry and
I humbly repent. For the sake of your Son Jesus Christ, have mercy on me and
forgive me; that I may delight in your will, and walk in your ways, to the glory of
your Name.
May Almighty God have mercy on me, forgive me all my sins through our Lord
Jesus Christ, strengthen me in all goodness, and by the power of the Holy Spirit
keep me in eternal life. Amen.
Lord, have mercy.
Christ, have mercy.
Lord, have mercy.
The Collect of the Day is then said, followed by the Readings appointed for the
Sunday, or the day of the week. You may wish to read one of the Brothers’ sermons
online (www.SSJE.org/goodnews).

Then is said:
In union, Blessed Jesus, with the faithful gathered at every altar of your Church
where your Blessed Body and Blood are offered this day, and remembering
particularly my own church community, and the Brothers of the Society of Saint
John the Evangelist, I long to offer you praise and thanksgiving, for creation and
all the blessings of this life, for the redemption won for us by your life, death, and
resurrection, for the means of grace and the hope of glory.
And particularly for the blessings given me ….
I believe that you are truly present in the Holy Sacrament, and since I cannot at
this time receive communion, I pray you to come into my heart. I unite myself
with you and embrace you with all my heart, my soul, and my mind. Let nothing
separate me from you; let me serve you in this life until, by your grace, I come to
your glorious kingdom and unending peace. Amen.
Our Father ….
Come Lord Jesus, and dwell in my heart in the fullness of your strength; be my
wisdom and guide me in right pathways; conform my life and actions to the image
of your holiness; and in the power of your gracious might, rule over every hostile
power that threatens or disturbs the growth of your kingdom, who with the Father
and the Holy Spirit, lives and reigns, one God, in glory everlasting. Amen.
The Anima Christi may be added:
Soul of Christ, sanctify me.
Body of Christ, save me;
Blood of Christ, inebriate me;
Water from the side of Christ, wash me;
Passion of Christ, strengthen me;
O good Jesu, hear me;
Within thy wounds hide me;
Suffer me not to be separated from thee;
From the malicious enemy defend me;
In the hour of death call me,
And bid me come to thee.
That with thy Saints I may praise thee
For ever and ever. Amen.
And may the peace of God, which passes all understanding, keep my heart and
mind in the knowledge and love of God, and of his Son Jesus Christ my Lord; and
the blessing of God Almighty, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, be with me
now and always. Amen.

The Apostles’ Creed or Nicene Creed may be recited.
A time of intercession is kept. In your own words pray for your own needs, for those
on your heart, the peace of the world, the welfare of the Church, the living and the
departed, and especially any who are sick.
One of the forms of the Prayers of the People from the Book of Common Prayer
may be used.

This form of service has been adapted by James
Koester SSJE from the Saint Augustine’s Prayer Book,
revised editions 1967 and 2014, published by the
Order of the Holy Cross, West Park, New York and
Forward Movement; David Cobb and Derek Olsen,
editors, and with additional material from the Book
of Common Prayer, 1979.
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